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1. Introduction
Western democracies are currently said to be under siege. ‘Fake news’ are flooding social media, ‘alternative facts’ are circulated by political elites and ‘post-truth’ sentiments roam throughout society. What was once deemed the normative foundations of democracy and freedom, namely reason and truth, have supposedly been shattered, leaving societies in a perpetual state of crisis. French president, Emmanuel Macron, captured this dystopian zeitgeist in spring 2018 when he appeared before the joint houses of the US Congress. “Without reason, without truth,” Macron said in his speech, “there is no real democracy because democracy is about true choices and rational decisions. The corruption of information is an attempt to corrode the very spirit of our democracies.”

Macron has not been alone in lamenting the contemporary devaluation of truth in Western liberal democracies. In recent years, a seemingly endless line of commentators from the academic, political, journalistic and commercial realm have argued that fake news and the post-truth era threaten democratic societies in substantive ways. Indeed, news outlets have been overflown with articles and op-eds dedicated to the post-truth condition, while a steady flow of books have sought to pinpoint its origins and potential resolution. This range of post-truth voices has not emerged as a homogeneous or singular movement, agreeing on how and why democracy has ended up in its current predicament. Different fields and perspectives have blamed different factors for causing the crisis: from technology and media over politicians and institutions to the democratic masses themselves. Still, across these post-truth discourses, we find a series of more or less unifying traits. For one thing, there is widespread agreement that grave societal dangers are upon us. The pillars of liberal democracies are supposedly crumbling and its structures buckling under pressure. The rational spirit of democracy is said to be under attack or even dying. Post-truth discourses indeed seem to share a set of underlying normative premises about what democracy is and ought to be – namely a political system bound up with truth, reason and rationality. From this perspective, a decline of truth is necessarily equal to a decline of democracy itself.

This chapter presents the findings of a comprehensive investigation of contemporary post-truth discourses and their democratic underpinnings. Instead of asking whether democracy really is suffering from a post-truth crisis, we examine the increasingly ubiquitous discourses presenting this claim. How and in what ways are Western democracies articulated as being in a state of crisis? What normative ideas are contained in such discourses? And what kind of democratic imaginaries do they produce? By investigating these developing political narratives and ideas – what we have elsewhere labelled as a new politics of falsehood⁴ – it becomes possible to interrogate the very real
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democratic struggles they contain and foreclose. Based on the analysis presented in this chapter, we will suggest that a very particular idea about democracy has started to become hegemonic. As hinted at above, this is one premised on democracy being a truth-telling and rational project concerned with using facts as the foundation for consensus-based political decision-making. This kind of discourse is not neutral or innocent but reproduces and enhances already existing political developments taking place in the last thirty years. Most notably, contemporary post-truth discourses rely on ideas connected to what critical scholars, such as Chantal Mouffe, have labelled as post-politics: that is, a mode of politics that values individual rights, consensus and technocratic forms of governance over equality, participation and the rule of and by the people.\(^5\)

The chapter is a critical response to what we perceive to be two major problems facing contemporary debates on the proclaimed post-truth condition of democracy, both in scholarly and public discussions. First, there is a strong tendency to reify the basic political concepts used in the debate, taking for granted the meaning of concepts such as ‘democracy’, ‘truth’ and ‘rationality’. This is an infeasible premise – both conceptually and historically – as the development of these terms tell a very different and contested story. Second, there has so far been an absence of critical perspectives and historical contextualisation of present-day developments in advanced capitalist states. Critical voices have largely been missing from the debates on fake news and post-truth, while those who have engaged in debates have tended to overtake dominant narratives claiming that democracy is indeed experiencing a rapid ‘truth crisis’, which must be solved by restoring rationality and consensus. This chapter hopes to outline a fundamentally different take on these discussions on fake news, post-truth and democracy. Drawing on concepts from post-Marxist discourse theory, particularly as it has been developed by Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe,\(^6\) we want to suggest that attention is needed to the ways in which different discourses hegemonise contemporary debates. We cannot take any shared meaning of key political terms for granted. Instead of seeking to find supposedly ‘real’ or ‘neutral’ definitions of fake news and post-truth, we need to investigate how they are mobilised as part of political conflicts. If there are any overarching commonalities in how concepts such as democracy are mobilised – that is, common ideas about what democracy is and ought to be – then this is the outcome of political struggles for hegemony rather than a neutral starting point. Only through such a perspective can we begin to connect our contemporary democratic moment to wider historical developments taking place within advanced capitalist states.

2 Approach and method

This chapter presents a political analysis of contemporary post-truth discourses. It does so by building on what is known as discourse theory or the Essex School of Discourse Analysis.\(^7\) The founding principle of this school, developed in an on-going dialogue with Marxist, feminist and post-structuralist political philosophy since the 1980s, has been to reject essentialism and reified concepts like ‘Society’, ‘Economy’ and ‘Democracy.’ Society does not develop or exist as a closed totality with its own internal logics. Instead, the meaning of all political concepts is based on their relation to other signifiers (moments) within more or less coherent systems of meaning (discourses). All such discourses are necessarily contingent insofar as their existence cannot be attributed to any innate development or unfolding of history. At the same time, however, social reality cannot simply
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be changed through sheer imagination. Indeed, we are always-already placed within circumstances not of our own making. As Marx remarked in *The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte*: “Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they please; they do not make it under self-selected circumstances, but under circumstances existing already, given and transmitted from the past.”

Discourse theorists account for this relation between change and stability – what they label as *political decisions and sedimentation* – by suggesting that social reality is always crisscrossed with antagonism and hegemonic struggles. Different groups are competing to impose particular understandings of reality onto others in order to establish moral, intellectual and popular domination, consent and control. Social reality is open in principle (*contingency*), yet closed in practice (*hegemony*). The point of adopting a discourse-theoretical approach is to account for this closing of the social by deconstructing and systematically engaging with the formation of hegemonic discourse.

If we accept these basic ideas, then certain arguments follow that directly impact our present investigation of post-truth discourses. It first of all becomes difficult to neatly separate the factual from the normative, as what is counted as factual is always embedded in particular historical circumstances and truth regimes. All meaning is, at its core, the result of political decisions seeking to choose between competing alternatives. As Laclau suggests: “There are no facts without signification, and there is no signification without practical engagements that require norms governing our behaviour. So there are not two orders—the normative and the descriptive—but normative/descriptive complexes in which facts and values interpenetrate each other in an inextricable way.”

Acknowledging the intimate relation between the factual and the normative means recognising that what is counted as true and truthful is in itself a deeply political activity, no matter whether this takes place within the domain of science, politics or anywhere else for that matter. Establishing a specific truth as dominant in the world relies on normative/descriptive complexes in which facts and values interpenetrate each other in an inextricable way.

Methodologically, the chapter builds on a comprehensive empirical mapping of contemporary discourses in and around questions of fake news and the post-truth era. We rely on a broad set of empirical materials, ranging from scholarly texts, journalistic articles, books and commentaries from public intellectuals, speeches from political figures as well as documents from different
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governmental branches published between 2015 and 2018 in the Western, English-speaking world. In line with discourse theory’s rejection of universal methods, we have opted for an exploratory mode of analysis suitable for tracing a continuously evolving political field. Since 2015, we have collected an archive of both academic and non-academic work. To systematise our data collection, we queried scholarly databases (such as Google Scholar) in August and September 2018 using the terms ‘fake news’, ‘post-truth’, ‘post-factual’ and ‘post-factuality.’ A similar technique was employed in the context of non-academic sources, which are central to the argument developed in this chapter, combining on-going collection with subsequent focused searches. In total, we established an archive of over 125 academic publications, primarily from international scholarly journals, and 350 non-academic pieces, linked primarily to The New York Times, The Guardian, BBC, CNN, Fox News, The Washington Post, Reuters, Buzzfeed and Time Magazine. We have analysed this substantive corpus of data through an explorative, qualitative approach using discourse theory as a guiding framework. This analysis involved a three-step process, including: 1) close textual readings of the included material and production of inductive notes, 2) construction of codes capturing themes, explanations and proposed solutions as found in the empirical material, and 3) grouping of codes into larger topics and categories. Based on this approach, our focus has been to establish key threads across the studied material, mapping underlying premises that structure the semantic space at our current societal conjuncture. As this discursive space is continuously developing, the analysis presented should not be seen as exhaustive or final.

3. Mapping post-truth discourses

Having now presented the theoretical and methodological backdrop to this chapter, we turn to our analysis. This is structured in three main sections. First, we examine how democracy is articulated as being in a state of crisis within contemporary post-truth discourses. Second, we look into what actors and institutions are said to have caused this crisis, including justifications for why they are to blame. Third, we focus on the different solutions proposed to solve the post-truth crisis. Following our analysis, we discuss the implications of these increasingly hegemonic discourses. We do so by linking them to contemporary critical analyses of the historical development of liberal democracy in advanced capitalist states, particularly as proposed by the discourse theorist Chantal Mouffe.

3.1. What is wrong?
The idea that Western liberal democracies have entered a so-called post-truth era has become increasingly widespread and dominant. In this emergent political landscape – labelled as a “post-fact, post-truth, we’ve-had-enough-of-experts era” – the very foundations of truthfulness, facts and evidence have been put into question. Lies are said to be abundant and truth has become “whatever public opinion is persuaded by.” Across the political landscape, it is claimed, “emotional response prevails over factual evidence,” making truth “of secondary importance.” In this line of reasoning, citizens have become “passive consumers of bullshit” who engage in and
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are victims of “wilful ignorance and distortions of reality.”

Citizens are even said to be losing the basic ability to distinguish between true and false, causing a “political subordination of reality,” or even a “vanishing of reality” with the potential of “bringing down democracy.”

Questions of democracy and participation are central to contemporary post-truth discourses. Often, it is presupposed that liberal democracy fundamentally revolves around truthfulness and reason: “Facts hold a sacred place in Western liberal democracies. Whenever democracy seems to be going awry, when voters are manipulated or politicians are ducking questions, we turn to facts for salvation. But they seem to be losing their ability to support consensus.”

The notion that lies are flourishing, truth is destabilised and Western democracies threatened has become seemingly ubiquitous: “Facts and reliable information are essential for the functioning of democracy.”

Indeed, as summarised by Lance Bennett and Steven Livingston, the spread of lies and fake news undermines core democratic values: “Given the daunting mix of institutional decline, public sphere disruptions, and the growing attacks on journalism and enlightenment values, it may be that we have entered a ‘post-truth’ order […]. If so, democracies based on norms of debate, deliberation, compromise and reason will not fare well.”

The idea that what is under siege are the ‘enlightenment values’ that underlie liberal democracies is widespread, too. Indeed, it has served as a substantial part of the discursive landscape. What we are witnessing, it is claimed, is the rapid collapse of the fundamental ideals that underpin democracy: “This is not a battle between liberals and conservatives. It is a battle between two ways of perceiving the world, two fundamentally different approaches to reality: and as between those two, you do have to choose. Are you content for the central value of the Enlightenment, of free societies and of democratic discourse, to be trashed by charlatans — or not? […] The truth is out there, if only we demand it.”

Portraying truth as something that is ‘out there’ — beyond dispute — runs throughout post-truth discourses. As stated by The Economist: “Helped by new technology, a deluge of facts and a public much less given to trust than once it was, some politicians are getting away with a new depth and pervasiveness of falsehood. If this continues, the power of truth as a tool for solving society’s problems could be lastingly reduced.”

Writing for The Guardian, Hadley Freeman similarly argues: “We live in a blog culture where it’s pitched as a triumph of democracy that everyone can claim authority, which means anyone who says that, actually, there is an objective truth is condemned. Feelings rather than facts are what matter, these purveyors of bullshit claim.”

These discourses, arguing that democracy’s capacity to function is mainly dependent on reason and consensus, often articulate the decline of truth as having an almost larger-than-life agency of its own. This manifests itself through a highly naturalised or medicalised vocabulary. Thus, numerous voices have argued that fake news is “spreading and replicating like a virus.”

behaving like a “wildfire on social media” or “killing people’s minds”, as stated by Apple CEO, Tim Cook. It has a viral nature, representing nothing less than a new form of “epidemic” or “epidemics.” In this narrative, fake news has become “a plague on the Web” posing “a serious security threat to our societies”, as argued by Commissioner for the Security Union in EU, Sir Julian King. In taking on this viral nature, circulated through digital networks and technologies, fake news supposedly traverse borders and operate at all scales. The post-truth condition has become a “global problem,” the “equivalent of a public-health crisis.” In this viral vocabulary, democracies are said to be in a state where “a large share of the populace is living in an epistemic space that has abandoned conventional criteria of evidence.” This “fake news epidemic” has proven “alarmingly resistant to treatment. Indeed, the treatment has often strengthened the disease.” Instead of stopping the plague and putting out the wild fires, societies amplify and worsen the critical post-truth condition: “we’ve entered a post-truth world – there’s no going back now.” Unless radical measures are taken, “this cannot end well.” Indeed, according to some, “[i]t’s no exaggeration to say that relying on emotions and personal opinions over facts will very likely destroy our political system.”

3.2. Who did it?

In post-truth discourses, a series of actors and developments are seen as primary causes of the sudden rupture in the rational fabric of democracy. In particular, we find that three actors are targeted as main drivers of contemporary changes – namely social media, journalism and the democratic masses.

The first key signifier linked to the rise of the post-truth condition is social media, understood as a more or less homogenous technological actor. Once hailed as an empowering democratic force, uniting the world through global connectedness and engagement, social media has increasingly been recast as a destabilising entity: “[O]ne might say that if the internet ushered in a more diverse and decentralised public sphere of global reach and accessibility, it has also created the pathways down which fake news and other malicious forms of content can spread.” The transformation from technological hero to villain has been rapid. Less than a decade ago, social media platforms were said to give “genuine cause for hope” by enabling “dissent from official government and/or
corporate-interest propaganda.” Scholars and journalists highlighted decentralised protest movements such as Occupy Wall Street and the so-called Iranian “Twitter revolution” as examples of how and why social media could empower individuals and collectives to circumvent elite interests and change society for the better through bottom-up initiatives.

In contrast to these optimistic accounts, social media is now increasingly (re)cast as a corrosive force that “effectively sways voters, suppresses rivals, sows confusion, defames opposition, and spreads fake news.” Instead of supporting democracy, it now represents one of its greatest threats: “popular platforms such as Twitter and Facebook are powerhouses that enable misinformation to spread on a massive scale.” Across post-truth discourses, social media are thus said to have “disrupted the truth,” giving rise to a dangerous “political culture of distrust that undermines shared assumptions about social reality.” The epicentres of the negative turn in public discourse came in the wake of the 2016 US Presidential elections when it was revealed that a data analytics firm, Cambridge Analytica, used social media data on millions of Americans to target them with political ads. Additionally, it became clear that a Russian firm, the Internet Research Agency, had used thousands of fake social media accounts to infiltrate US debates. Negative sentiment towards social media quickly extended far beyond these specific cases and into the realm of politics in general, establishing a direct link between the rise of social media and the post-truth era.

Whereas previous forms of mass communication, curated by journalists or other gatekeepers, ensured an informed public sphere, social media give users the “impetus to participate digitally, with user-generated content, liking, and sharing” with little to no emphasis on factuality. This leads, according to post-truth discourses, to a threatening situation in which users increasingly engage in debates “without even thinking twice, let alone checking to determine if it is true.” As a result, we have entered a post-truth era in which “fear, rumour and gossip can spread alarmingly fast with feelings and emotions often carrying more weight than facts and evidence.”

Notions of ‘echo chambers’ and ‘filter bubbles’ are central to this discursive link between social media and post-truth. These terms capture ways in which “people gather with like-minded and thereby collectively screen out information and views that do not sit well with the group consensus.” On social media, algorithmic selection of content is said to entrench political polarisation and create “positive feedback loops” that “fuels the spread of fake news.” Increasingly, we are witnessing the “replacement of verification with social media algorithms that..."
tell us what we want to hear.” Each user has become “trapped in a filter bubble” that forms “large-scale alternative realities.” Within these realities, citizens are only presented with information they agree with. “We,” in other words, “become so secure in our bubbles that we start accepting only information, whether it’s true or not, that fits our opinions” as formulated by US President, Barack Obama in his farewell address. This is said to pose a fundamental threat to democracy not only because such bubbles drive political polarisation, but also because they make citizens vulnerable “to lines of deliberate attack from those trying to deceive or discourage us: we believe we’re in groups of like-minded people, and this leaves us open to be exploited by malicious actors.”

The notion of ‘malicious actors’ is also central to post-truth discourses. These are often linked to concepts such as ‘(social) bots’ and ‘trolls’, referring respectively to software-driven social media accounts and deceptive online behaviour thriving on ambivalence and antagonism. These create a digital landscape in which “[o]rdinary people experience […] propaganda posts as something shared by their own trusted friends, perhaps with comments or angry reactions, shaping their own opinions and assumptions.” Once part of the “dark corners of the Internet”, social media has increasingly become “so poisoned by incivility that trolling can rightly be said to be the new normal.” Combined with bots that increase “the circulation of false information as they automatically retweet posts without verifying the facts”, trolling has effectively made social media vehicles of post-truth. Citizens are said to be flooded with “fake sites, bots, trolls – things that regenerate themselves, reinforcing opinions with certain algorithms”, as said by the German Chancellor, Angela Merkel. According to post-truth discourses, in other words, the rise of post-truth is fuelled by social media that has become “tools of very ugly kinds of politics.”

The second set of actors intimately connected to the post-truth era in contemporary discourses is the field of journalism, more specifically journalism’s role as an autonomous practice, professional institution and societal gatekeeper of knowledge: “The fragmentation of news sources has created an atomised world in which lies, rumour and gossip spread with alarming speed.” While a strong connection between journalism and post-truth is found across contemporary discourses, specific details and explanations often diverge considerably. On the one hand, a number of voices emphasise that post-truth represents the result of declining societal trust in journalism. On the other hand, some argue that post-truth is instead what creates journalism’s decline. From the first perspective, the catalyst of post-truth is said to be declining trust in journalism since the late 20th century. In this understanding, post-truth politics is largely sparked by an “increasingly privatised and fragmented public news that began with the ‘sound bite’ and ‘photo opportunity’ to bypass public discussion in the regime of the 24-h news cycle.” The rise of post-truth does thus not only designate an increase in fake news and lies online, but, more substantially, a decline of quality and integrity within the journalistic field: “We have a bad news problem, not a fake news
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problem”, as formulated by the founder of the fact-checking website, Snopes. News organisations have increasingly engaged in “horse-race election coverage, the daily twists of the stock market — and not enough deal consistently and seriously with issues that affect people’s lives.” Slowly, but steadily, journalism’s pursuit of “truth and justice” has been replaced by a “carnival of gossip and spectacle.” Accordingly, this line of reasoning suggests, the spread of false information online can be “traced to growing legitimacy problems in many democracies.” Citizens no longer trust journalistic sources and seek out alternative (fake) ones. Some authors do, however, also emphasise that the “plague of fake news” amplifies existing “threats to the integrity of journalism.” For example, social media is said to contribute negatively by enabling “fake election news to outperform real news,” causing financial distress to news organisations, while supporting malicious actors. Accordingly, “the fake news phenomenon both embodies and intensifies” the crisis of journalism and post-truth conditions.

The third prominent cause of the post-truth conditions found in contemporary discourses hones in on the democratic people or masses. Writing for Huffington Post, Masur captures this position in arguing that “[t]he most important thing in a functional society is a well-informed public. What we have now is not only uninformed but misinformed masses. That’s something that should scare us all.” Whereas citizens were once able to stay informed about public affairs, they now get overwhelmed by the massive “barrage of misinformation that comes our way these days.” This links directly to the role of social media and journalism, as the public now only hears “what it wants to hear, because many people get their news exclusively from sources whose bias they agree with.” Some argue that especially younger citizens are to blame, as the “social media generation may not be equipped—or sufficiently interested—to actually understand what news is, and how it differs from other kinds of information.” Others point to the exact opposite conclusion, arguing that so-called millennials “know more than anybody that context is key, and the same story told from different perspectives can hold many different meanings. […] By understanding communication as something individualized, they can process information efficiently and improve its accuracy.” Yet others point to “rightwing social network users” as being primary consumers and disseminators of “[l]ow-quality, extremist, sensationalist and conspiratorial news.” At the moment, then, there are a number of both different and connected ideas about the relationship between citizens and the post-truth era. Some argue that the problem for citizens is not necessarily a biased selection of sources or abandonment of truth-telling, but instead the amounts of sources available that causes a crisis: “citizens are encircled by millions of channels, newspapers, websites,
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blogs and social media feeds creating an information – or misinformation – overload. Mobilising the concept of *infoglut*, Dahlgren similarly argues that “challenges of acquiring knowledge in a media environment… ushers in an uncertain epistemic future” for democracy. Meanwhile, others argue that the answer lies in our brains, which “Tricks You Into Believing Fake News”.

Playing off the charges against social media and journalism, the problem with citizens remains that they are either too easy to deceive, live in their own secluded realities or simply do not care about the truth any longer.

3.3. What is to be done?

A large part of contemporary discourses on post-truth and democracy has not just been about diagnosing what is wrong with the state of democracy. It has also been concerned with prescribing solutions and remedies. In this regard, a large set of different policy initiatives, both implemented and proposed, can be highlighted. In France, new legal means are put in place to combat the spread of fake news. In Germany, a controversial law came into effect on 1 January 2018, known as the Network Enforcement Act (*NetzDG*), requiring online platforms to remove hate speech within 24 hours.

Both laws attracted criticism from multiple sides, including human rights groups arguing that they risk violating freedom of speech. In addition to legislation, specialized units and task forces have been launched, including the European Union’s *EastStratcom Task Force*, serving to “address and respond to disinformation activities by external actors”, particularly from Russia.

In the Czech Republic, the government created a similar unit, dubbed as a “fake news police”, also with the purpose of countering disinformation. The same applies to the UK, where a security unit was established to contest and actively intervene in cases of fake news. Finally, European research-based initiatives have also been launched, such as the *Social Observatory for Disinformation and Social Media Analysis*, funded by the European Union to “support to a European community that will jointly fight disinformation!”

While these geo-political interventions deserve detailed analyses in their own right, the following section seeks to outline wider discursively constructed visions for solving the post-truth condition rather than specific interventions.

Somewhat unsurprisingly, one of the general themes emerging throughout contemporary discourses is that the institutions that once safeguarded and produced truth, reason and rationality should be re-established. This goes particularly for the fields of politics, science, and journalism. Writing for the *European Council on Foreign Relations*, Sebastian Dullien & Jeremy Shapiro thus argue: “It is time to recognize that the integrity of information about current events and persons of public interest is part of the critical infrastructure of liberal democracy. If that infrastructure is
compromised, the stability of the political system (and of liberal democracy itself) is threatened. Attacks on information integrity are therefore national security problems. And national security problems require a distinct response from domestic issues.”94

Similar sentiments have been attached to science, as numerous voices have argued for the need to reclaim the truth-telling capacity of this field by ensuring “that researchers and technologists have a seat at the table when important decisions are made.”95 This has also made scholars call for the development of new “strategies to counter a current flood of deception and misinformation.”96 Indeed, for some, “[a]n understanding of the nature of science is absolutely fundamental to combat post-truth, which is the antithesis of science.”97 Finally, journalism has also been called upon, as proclaimed saviour and watchdog of democracy, truth and critical thinking. As McNair puts it, the declining truth-telling capacity of the journalistic field is (seemingly) equal to the breakdown of liberal democracy: “If the crisis of trust in journalistic elites and the loss of authority of elites in other spheres such as politics and academia are not addressed in the coming years, it is quite possible that the entire structure of liberal democracy which has driven global evolution forward since 1945 will collapse in the face of rising authoritarianism and ‘post-truth’ cultural movements such as that embodied by the alt-right in the United States or in Putin’s Kremlin, or will be eroded to the point where it is unrecognizable as the generally progressive, if messy and imperfect polity we see (still).”98

Rather than simply arguing for the re-establishment of the authority of politics, science and journalism, others have also proposed more tangible ideas as to how truth should be reclaimed. Amongst these is a very strong notion that technology can provide the solution to existing problems. Indeed, ‘technological solutionism’99 is in many ways deeply ingrained in post-truth discourses. In this narrative, technology is portrayed in a double fashion as both a poison and a cure: “Technology helped fake news. Now technology needs to stop it.”100 While the post-truth era was in large part caused by the rise of new technologies, the solution might still be more technology. Artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural-language processing and similar developing tools could, some suggest, be a way of mitigating the onslaught of fake news and misinformation.101 Although new technologies certainly have flaws, “computers may be the only things capable of keeping up with the sheer volume.”102 From a policy perspective, The European Commission has similarly argued for technological measures in order to make “detection and analysis of online disinformation more accurate and timely.”103 This includes the use of “artificial intelligence… for verifying, identifying and tagging disinformation”, “[c]ognitive algorithms that handle contextually-relevant information” and “[i]nnovative technologies, such as blockchain”, which can “enable transparency and traceability, and promote trust in news displayed on the
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Social media companies have largely co-opted this rhetoric, presenting themselves as leading actors in the fight against fake news through “improvements in machine learning and artificial intelligence, which can proactively identify suspicious behavior at a scale that was not possible before”\(^{105}\)

Going one step further than simply arguing for technological fact-checking, Lewandowsky and colleagues propose what they label as technocognition. This encompasses “an inter-disciplinary approach to the design of information architectures that incorporates principles borrowed from behavioral economics to ‘nudge’ […] against the spread of misinformation” with the purpose of building “bridges between the socially-defined epistemic islands that define the post-truth era.”\(^{106}\)

From this perspective, it is not only false information itself that needs to be corrected but also the citizens currently living alternative epistemic bubbles or realities. As citizens have moved beyond the realm of facts, they need to be pushed back into society. This requires technological solutions that can get them “nudged out of their filter bubbles,”\(^{107}\) altering their “minds by making them more responsive to genuine evidence.”\(^{108}\)

4. Discussion: The dangers of post-truth discourses

Based on the analysis presented above, we can begin to see how a certain set of ideas have become increasingly hegemonic in contemporary debates on truth, democracy and politics. Centred on notions of fake news and post-truth, voices from across institutional fields have in large part come to promote an overarching ideal of democracy that places truth, reason and rationality at its core. It is these elements that are under attack, it is claimed, and it is consequently these elements that should be protected. In this section, we want to critically reflect on how and in what ways this democratic imaginary, currently underpinning post-truth discourses, relates to wider changes in Western democracies. Doing so, we want to shift gears slightly, moving from an analysis of contemporary discourses to a discussion of their potential implications and shortcomings.

Since the early 1990s, a number of critical political philosophers and sociologists have started to question the development of Western (liberal) democracies. Under labels such as post-politics and post-democracy, diverse scholars such as Chantal Mouffe\(^{109}\), Jacques Rancière\(^{110}\), Colin Crouch\(^{111}\), and Wolfgang Streeck\(^{112}\) have pointed out how fundamental transformations have taken place to liberal democracy since the 1970s and 1980s. In conjunction with wider developments in the political economy of advanced capitalist states, largely sparked by the economic crisis of the 1970s and the failures of Keynesianism, Western democracies have increasingly been hollowed-out. More concretely, public deliberation, democratic inclusion and participation have been replaced by technocratic solutions, individual obligations and market-based modes of governance. This neoliberal offensive, taking place since the 1980s, has had serious repercussions for democracy.\(^{113}\) Indeed, Ian Bruff names this as the rise of authoritarian neoliberalism: that is, a mode of politics that no longer relies on democratic compromise and popular sovereignty, but increasingly works through coercion, non-democratic legal mechanisms and (if necessary) outright violence.\(^{114}\)
are many ways of understanding and unpacking these developments. For the present purpose, we want particularly to focus on this de-democraticisation of democracy as it has been analysed by Mouffe. Her starting point is to place contemporary liberal democracies within their wider political history. She does so by suggestion that liberal democracy has to be understood as a contingent compromise between two seemingly opposite political philosophical traditions. She names this the democratic paradox: “liberal democracy is an articulation that combines two different traditions: liberalism, with its emphasis on individual liberty and universal rights; and democracy, which privileges the idea of equality and ‘rule by the people’, i.e. popular sovereignty.”

According to Mouffe, the political development in the last thirty years has forcefully tipped the balance between the poles of this compromise, so that the liberal component has started to overtake the democratic. Indeed, as part of the increasingly widespread adoption of neoliberal policies, the liberal part of liberal democracy has come to dominate or even cancel out its democratic counterpart. This means, Mouffe argues, that many of the political achievements linked to the democratic tradition have been rolled back. Ideas that were formerly seen as integral to the political order have been “dismissed as ‘archaic’.” This has, on the one hand, meant that the contemporary liberal hegemony has been progressively more neutralised and sedimented, appearing as the only possible way of organising democracy. On the other hand, this neutralisation serves to consolidate a “post-political trend [...] that deprives democratic citizens of an agonistic debate where they can make their voices heard and choose between real alternatives.”

This post-political zeitgeist is, according to Mouffe, based on two fundamental assumptions, namely a rationalist and an individualist understanding of democracy and politics. Post-politics tends, first of all, to reduce democracy and political participation to the individual. In taking the individual as its starting point, collective identities and political projects are either reduced to ‘aggregated’ collectives (made up of supposedly rational beings) or simply seen as the starting point for ‘deliberative’ modes of communication. Secondly, individualism is coupled with “the rationalist belief in the availability of a universal consensus based on reason.” For Mouffe, it is precisely this combination of individualism and reason, alongside institutional and economic changes, that constitutes the backbone for a post-political climate in which conflicting voices of the democratic people have been systematically dismantled.

To our mind, Mouffe’s discussion of post-politics – and the wider field of literature this connects to – is important for our present analysis of post-truth discourses. It is so in two main regards: First, it gives us significant clues as to the underlying causes of contemporary discourses. Indeed, one of the points that Mouffe has made time and again is precisely that the rise of populism and right-wing demagogues represents a response to the increasingly post-political condition of democracy. These kinds of political groupings often represent – or claim to represent – genuine alternatives to the established order, as well as the reclaiming of popular sovereignty (the people). In a similar sense, it seems legitimate to speculate whether current political conflicts over truth and democracy represent a similar trajectory: could it not be that the (supposed) denial of truth and authority comes from a desire to move beyond a post-political condition? Those who are blamed for spreading post-truth sentiments often represent otherwise denied and silenced voices (however problematic these might be). Secondly, and more substantially, Mouffe’s discussion is helpful because it helps pinpoint the underlying ideals that have driven, and continue to drive, contemporary processes of de-democratisation. It seems that it is in many ways precisely these ideas that are currently being mobilised in contemporary post-truth discourses. Indeed, these
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hegemonic discourses often presuppose the notion that democracy more or less exclusively needs to be grounded in reason, rationality and consensus. They moreover presuppose that these concepts are stable and that, given the right conditions, it is possible to establish a rational and ‘objectively truthful’ mode of governance. Yet, along with Mouffe, we want to insist these ideas are far from neutral: they represent only one part of the political history of liberal democracy.

In this sense, it seems to us that current discussions on the post-truth era of democracy have in many ways internalised the post-political language of individualism, rationalism and consensus that has flourished since the 1980s. What needs to established, according to these, are not spaces for popular sovereignty and political participation, but instead more rigid forms of truth-based governance and technocratic policing. Consequently, the plea for re-grounding democracy in truth seems to be a plea for further entrenching post-political sentiments. All too often, protecting democracy has come to mean safeguarding and expanding its liberal underpinnings, neglecting or even suppressing the democratic tradition. Contemporary discourses thus end up reproducing the very set of problems that might have caused a crisis of democracy in the first place: as a supposed remedy for the post-political condition, more post-politics is ordained.

5. Conclusion
This chapter has engaged with contemporary political discourses on post-truth and democracy currently dominating Western democracies. Through an analysis of both academic and non-academic sources – ranging from media commentaries, research articles, books and governmental policies – we have sought to showcase how a new hegemonic discourse is currently being formed. This discourse is, we argue, both contentious and consensual. It is, on the one hand, made up of conflicting ideas about the current state of democracy, while nonetheless, on the other hand, being underpinned by a series of homogenous ideological premises. To put it in very condensed terms, these premises present democracy as bound up with truth, rational decision-making and consensus. As a consequence, post-truth discourses portray the rise of so-called fake news and alternative facts as a direct threat to the very core of liberal democracy. As we have argued in the discussion, however, these increasingly hegemonic discourses reproduce and repurpose a post-political vocabulary mobilised by political elites since the 1970s and 1980s. In so doing, these discourses tend to smuggle in an implicit model of democracy that emphasises rationalism, reason and truth, while neglecting or even suppressing popular sovereignty, difference and equality.

By pointing to the articulation of this new hegemonic discourse, this chapter contributes to our understanding of the present political climate and conjecture of democracy. It adds to the few accounts provided so far by critical scholars concerning democracy and the post-truth era. It does so, not least, by highlighting how a contemporary politics of falsehood is becoming increasingly dominant, depending on a specific, and often limited, normative ideal of democratic participation. Furthermore, the chapter critically problematises the all too widespread tendency to take notions like truth, democracy and fake news for granted. It documents how these terms are deeply politically charged and constructed. They are not merely descriptions of the world, but discursive weapons used to intervene and shape social reality. This also means that future research would do good to take the constructed and contested nature of such labels into account. Doing so does not mean denying the very real problems posed by disinformation, propaganda and online
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politics,\textsuperscript{122} it means taking seriously the foundational role of discourses in understanding and shaping politics.

From the arguments presented in this chapter, no easy solutions can or should be deduced. The history of democracy is not driven by any necessary movement towards more egalitarian or inclusive societies. Instead, democracy remains a frail and in many ways contradictory compromise that must be continuously deepened and defended. One way of deepening democracy might be to start reclaiming the democratic tradition by insisting on the need to establish inclusive and participatory spaces of politics over technocratic and technological solutions. Rather than rallying behind calls for reason and consensus, it is high time to realise that democracy is not just (and never has been) about truth alone. More substantially, it is about the voice of the people and what they, collectively, deem appropriate. As a consequence, there might be value in pursuing the building of a new left populist movement, as recently suggested by Mouffe, concerned with bringing back the voice of the demos.\textsuperscript{123} While critiques of Mouffe have rightly highlighted that any such attempt to re-politicise democracy should carefully avoid falling into the trap of “fetishising the moment of the political,”\textsuperscript{124} valuing autonomy and conflict above and beyond the wellbeing of people,\textsuperscript{125} it seems increasingly clear that the status quo no longer holds. Thus, while Mouffe’s ideas cannot be seen as a clear-cut plan for how to move forward,\textsuperscript{126} they still provide a productive starting point for critically thinking through our present historical moment and develop genuine democratic alternatives. Contemporary democracy might very well be facing a deep-seated crisis. Whether truth-based post-politics represents a viable option, however, is much more dubious. What needs to take place at the current conjuncture is not the cancellation or shutting down of political conflict, either by policing what is deemed as false or algorithmically sorting the voices who have access to the public sphere. Instead, we need genuine political alternatives and open discussions. Only then might we become capable of reinvigorating liberal democracies and deal with the entrenched political issues that continue to haunt our present age.
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